
The Videobar VB-S is a compact, all-in-one USB 
videoconferencing device that brings signature 
Bose Professional sound and quality to your office. 
With plug-and-play simplicity, it’s quick and easy 
to set up and use—no more videoconferencing 
hardware headaches. Specially designed for small 
meeting spaces, the VB-S ensures voices on the 
call sound natural, while multimedia presentations 
and Bluetooth® audio are rich and engaging. 

Compatible with Google Meet, Microsoft Teams,  
Zoom and more, bringing the  

Bose Professional experience to popular  
Unified Communications platforms 

Meet your newest office all-star.
VIDEOBAR VB-S

Say goodbye to “good enough” tech and say hello to the Videobar VB-S, 
an elegant, high-performance solution that sets you up for success.



Mount anywhere.  
Meet everywhere.

Simple configuration and 
administration software  
so you can keep your day job.

Simple mounting options included  
to facilitate tabletop or wall placement, 
with available display mounting kit 
(sold separately)

Videobar Configuration for easy set-up, access to custom 
settings, and firmware updates

Videobar Administration to remotely manage single-
device or multi-device changes, and to view device status

Videobar Mobile app for real-time VB-S control via 
smartphone; easily adjust volume, mute, pan, tilt, zoom, 
preset controls, and Bluetooth® pairing

Signature Bose Professional audio featuring a beam-
forming array of four microphones making conversation 
sound more natural by actively focusing on voices; 
exclusion zones that help reduce unwanted noise; and 
auto EQ delivering optimized audio to all participants

4K ultra-HD camera with 5x digital zoom and a wide 
field of view helps meeting participants connect visually 
more effectively

Two autoframing modes: Group Mode frames all in-
room participants ensuring that no one is left out of the 
conversation. Individual Mode frames and dynamically 
follows a single participant

Elegant, sturdy, low-profile design made possible 
by renowned Bose Professional engineering, allows 
loudspeaker, microphones, and electronics to be housed 
closely together while delivering stunning performance 
without interference or sacrificing stability

Advanced tech. Everyday reliability.

Remote control included  
for simple set-up  

and operation


